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Abstract
According to current estimates, there are approximately 7000 languages spoken around
the globe. However, the location of most them is known by specialists only, if at all. GIS
tools are slowly becoming familiar to linguists, but an easily accessible language
mapping system still does not exist. The Department of Linguistics at Stockholm
University is using ArcIMS for the development of a Language Map Server to be
demonstrated at the 25th ESRI User Conference. Caucasus is the area chosen to be
mapped first because of the great variety of languages spoken there and the availability of
sufficient sources about them. We are targeting the smaller languages of the region
because  their location(s) and dialectal variants tend be least known. Pending funding and
through cooperation with other universities, we plan to expand the system to cover other
areas, the long term goal being to achieve global coverage of the geographic distribution
of modern languages.

1 Introduction
This paper consists of two parts. In the first part, we offer a brief overview of the ways
language mapping is currently done. In the second part we present our contribution to this
(emerging) field. We use GIS together with ArcIMS to design map services where the
lesser known languages of the world are presented in their spatial and physical context
and to the extent that this is possible, also with some demographic information. The demo
application presented here concentrates on the smaller languages of the Caucasus, a
challenging geographical area from a linguistic perspective.

2 Current approaches to language mapping
The prevailing approach to language mapping, whether in printed atlases or on various
kinds of electronic maps, is to use polygons to show the approximate boundaries of
individual languages or language groups. Such a strategy turns out to be highly unsuitable
for mapping greater part of the modern languages for a number of reasons. The main ones
concern visibility, especially for smaller languages, accuracy for the indicated locations,
and ways to model human languages from a geographical perspective. A detailed
discussion of these issues is offered in Dahl (2005). What follows below is a somewhat
shortened version of this work.

Consider the following simple statistics from the latest edition of the Ethnologue,
an online reference database for the languages of the world.

• There are 6912 spoken around the globe.
• There are 347 languages (approximately 5% of the world’s languages) which

have more than 1 million speakers each.



• The remaining 95% of the world’s languages are spoken by only 6% of the
world’s people.

Thus most of the world’s languages can be described as ‘small’ languages in terms of the
number of people who speak them. Small languages tend to be represented in a rather
inefficient way on traditional maps and more often than not, they are completely absent.
One of the better traditional maps of the Caucasus, Map 1 below, , can be used to
illustrate this. The map was originally compiled by the CIA and is quoted here from the
University of Texas Perry-Castañeda Map Library Collection.

Map 1



A map such as the one above is successful in conveying the message that the variety of
peoples and languages in the Caucasus is indeed substantial and the area is rightly
referred to as the Jigsaw Puzzle of Languages. However, the map is otherwise of limited
use:
(i) It can only be viewed as is; very little ancillary information is indicated on the

map.
(ii) Language locations are only approximations.
(iii) No other information about the mapped languages can be added without making

the display too crowded.
(iv) Except for Rutul, Tabarasan and Tsakhur, other languages with 50,000 speakers

or less are not indicated on the map. As shown on Map 3 below, there are more
than 20 such languages in the area, so this is a substantial omission of
information. Besides, the source of the information is not indicated on the map, so
it is difficult to verify it. The area indicated for the Rutul language (11 on the
map) is incomplete when compared to the information about this language in
Vinogradov (1967). According to the map, Rutul is spoken in a continuous area in
Southern Russia, by the Russian-Azerbaijani border. However, according to the
Soviet source, there are also villages in Azerbaijan where Rutul is spoken and
when those are mapped the language does not form a continuous area.

As pointed out in Dahl (2005), languages with several thousand speakers or less ought to
be mapped on settlement level, something which the use of GIS makes possible. Relating
individual languages to specific populated places is hereafter referred to as geo-coding of
languages (see 3 below for further details).

In addition to the issues of accuracy of location and visibility for smaller
languages, the use of polygons to map languages has another serious drawback. Map 2
below is snapshot of the Caucasus from the mapping service by Global Mapping
International, http://imf.geocortex.net/mapping/worldmap/launch.html. The online
service rather than static picture files will be used in the presentation. The reader is
encouraged to visit the service at the URL indicated here.

                                                  



Map 2

Similarly to Map 1, the approach used for the map service above gives the rather
erroneous impression that dialects or languages are discrete entities with clearly definable
boundaries. In fact, most linguists nowadays recognize that setting such clear boundaries
is not possible. Another serious problem concerns the language-dialect distinction.
Anyone who has taken a basic linguistics class or something related to language studies
will know that the distinction between language and dialect is one of the great
unsolvables in language science. The definition of what constitutes a language typically
involves political, cultural and other factors and is rarely based on linguistic features
only. By using the level of detail offered by GIS tools, it becomes possible to design a
language mapping system which is flexible enough to reflect (a) different views of
language-dialect dichotomy for individual languages; (b) various levels of language
groupings. By using point files, instead of polygons for languages and dialect, we can
eliminate the need to set up language boundaries which are unrealistic in the first place.

To sum up: present day language geography makes an insufficient use of GIS
tools. Moreover, whenever they are used, they implement the traditional approach to
language mapping, e.g. using of polygons to represent languages, which in turn makes for
maps that may be (a) inaccurate as far as language location is concerned; (b) erroneous in
the sense that languages and their varieties are represented as discrete entities with clearly
definable boundaries; (c) not flexible enough to show different levels of language
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groupings: from local varieties to larger dialect groups or higher level language groups or
families; (d) smaller languages (that is greater part of the languages of the world) are
represented in an inefficient manner or not mapped at all.

3 The Pilot Application: Smaller languages of the
Caucasus

3.1 Some basic facts about the Caucasus

The region called the Caucasus is named after the mountain range that runs diagonally
between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea; the area is usually taken to cover Dagestan
and adjacent areas in Southern Russia, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Northern Turkey
and Northern Iran. The area is customarily divided into Northern and Southern Caucasus,
with the republics of present-day Russia to the north of the mountain range and the
Southern Caucasus to the south. It is an extremely interesting area where more than 60
languages from four different language families are spoken: Indo-European, Altaic, North
Caucasian and Kartvelian (South Caucasian). For our map service we have geo-coded the
smaller languages of the North Caucasian family, that is those with less than 50,000
speakers.

3.2 Contents of the database

The information about the mapped languages comes mainly from the pertinent volume of
the encyclopedic work Jazyki narodov SSSR (The Languages of the Peoples of the Soviet
Union), Vinogradov (1967). Information about the populated places comes from the
NIMA databases; missing settlements were added based on Russian topographic maps
from the Soviet period. When the sources disagreed, preference was given to the Russian
data.

The database contains information about the individual languages in terms of their
dialects, number of speakers and location(s) where spoken. It can be easily linked to other
existing databases such as the Ethnologue and the NIMA database of populated places
since it borrows data from both. The database is normalized and designed in such a way
that information about either languages or their dialects can be added without imposing
the need for redesigning the current tables.

3.3 General information about the map service

Map 3 below is a snapshot of the map service which can be found at http://ling-
map.ling.su.se/website/Caucasus7/. The smaller languages of the North Caucasian family
are presented in the visible layer below. The online service rather than static picture files
will be used in the presentation. The reader is encouraged to visit the service at the URL
indicated here.
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Map 3

The map service is described here as shown on the web, starting from the TOC menu on
the right hand side. The layers currently available, which the user can display or hide, are
as follows:

• Higher level groups of the North Caucasian family
• Individual languages
• Major cities of the region
• All populated places of the region
• Political boundaries

Not shown in the TOC are raster layers with topographic information from the GlobalGIS
DVD.

The mapped languages are listed with their dialects. Each dialect is associated
with particular populated place(s), in our terms, it is geo-coded. Thus different levels of
language variation can be displayed on the map:

• Higher level language groups
• Individual language level
• Dialect level

Regardless of the choice, all geographic details such as topographic information, physical
geography as well as information about cities and villages can be present at all times, or
turned off if the user prefers it. Other kinds of functionality typical for an internet
mapping service are present as well:

• The map can be zoomed in and out
• The map can be saved as an image to local hard drive or printed out
• The database can be queried in three ways:

o via the identification button
o via the Find function (string search)



o via the Query function (SQL based queries and Boolean searches). This
option needs further development in order to become more user friendly.

3.4 Some technical details about the site:

• At present, both the database and the service reside on a windows XP computer. If
additional funding becomes available, they will be moved to a server machine.

• The HTML viewer is used for an Image service which runs on
ArcMapImageServer. There are both advantages and disadvantages to choosing
the ArcMapImageServer as opposed to the ImageServer.

o Advantages: the map configuration files can be set up in ArcMap. It is, in
our experience, a much more functional mapping tool than Author in
ArcIMS.

o Disadavantages: the TOC and the Legend are not easily manipulated. The
print function is so unsatisfactory that we had to exclude it from the
available tools for the time being.

• Shape point files generated from an Access database are used for the language
layers

• The remaining layers come from the GlobalGIS DVD: they are point files
(Populated Places and Major Cities), shape files (political boundaries) and rasters
(not shown in TOC but showing up in the Legend; it does not seem possible to
amend this at present).

3.5 Conclusions

The language map server presented here is a demo application only. Modest as it is, it
shows a number of features that are completely absent from other language maps. As
shown on the website:

(i) Maps can customized according to personal preferences
(ii) Language and dialect locations are as accurate as possible, based on a

particular source/sources.
(iii) The database, and subsequently the map service, are easily extendable to

cover and display other kinds of information.
Needless to say, the current application is not by any means exhaustive of the
possibilities offered by GIS technology. We hope, however, to have shown the
advantages of this approach to language mapping as opposed to traditional language
maps.[J. K.1] Pending funding and through cooperation with other universities, we intend to
expand the map services to cover other regions of the world as well.
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